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Introduction
[ 2 ]T he global topology of the dayside magnetopause remains something of ap uzzle,d espite the observational evidence in favor of Dungey's [1961 Dungey's [ , 1963 reconnecting magnetosphere model which has accumulated over the last severald ecades. Whent he interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is duen orthward (in this paper we shall focus exclusively on northward IMF conditions), we are accustomed to visualizing magnetospheric reconnection by projecting the magnetic field onto the noon-midnight meridional plane, as illustrated in Figure 1 . In such ap rojection, one naturally identifies the magnetic neutral points (contained within the yellow regions in Figure 1 ) as potential sites of magnetic reconnection. If the magnetosphere were twodimensional, such neutral points would correspond to the projections of neutral lines extending infinitely in both directions normal to the noon-midnight meridional plane. Such neutral lines would define the locations where magnetic separatrices (solid black lines)i ntersect to define the usual three topologically distincts etso fm agnetic field lines: (1) solar wind field lines, which extend to infinity in both directions( redl ines);( 2) open fieldl ines, which extend to infinity in one direction and intersect Earth's ionosphere in the other (green lines); and (3) closed field lines, which intersect Earth'si onosphere in both directions (blue lines). It is well known that such neutral lines have a tendency to collapsei nto thin currents heets [ Dungey , 1953; Parker,1 957; Imshennik andS yrovatsky,1 967; Syrovatsky,1 971] ( Figure 2 ) within which the non-MHD terms in the generalized Ohm'slaw (e.g., Hall electric fields, electron pressure tensor,e lectron inertia, etc.) become important.
[ 3 ]I nt he two-dimensional context of Figure 1 , there are two null lines ( N 1 and N 2 ), each of which is defined by the intersection of two separatrix surfaces which extend infinitely out of the plane of the figure. Thus it is natural to view the formation of thin current sheets at the null lines as two independent Xl ine collapse processes. When Earth's dipole axis is antiparallel to the IMF,aparticular solar wind field line convecting throught he magnetosheath will make contact with N 1 and N 2 simultaneously.I natwodimensional magnetosphere (or in three dimensions if the two null lines are long enough), such simultaneous contact of as olar wind field line with northern and southern lobe field lines would still occur in the presence of am agnetic field component out of the plane; ad ipole tilt (such that Earth'sd ipole axis is not parallel to the IMF) would be required to precludes uch simultaneous contact (e.g., see Crooker [1992] for ad iscussion of the effects of dipole tilt on magnetospheric magnetic field topology and ionospheric convection patterns).
[ 4 ]F igure 3( adaptedf rom Cowley [1983] ) illustrates the effect of dipole tilt on the magnetic field topology of Figure 1 . Again, one views reconnection as alocal process, with two separate current sheets associated with the two distinctnull lines. However,owing to the dipole tilt, there is no longer af ield line joining the two null lines. If one follows ap articular solar wind field line as it convects through the magnetosheath, it will make first contact with a lobe field line at N 1 ,producing anew open field line. Later, the new open field line will make contactwith the southern cusp null, N 2 ,p roducing an ew closed field line on the dayside.
Defining Three-Dimensional Magnetic Reconnection
[ 5 ] Vasyliunas [1975] defines magnetic reconnection as the process by which plasma flows across surfaces which separate volumes containing topologically distinct classes of magnetic field lines. In two dimensions, this definition is robust, since two-dimensional Xl ines are structurally stable; that is, such null lines survive generic (nonideal) two-dimensional perturbations of the magnetic field. Nevertheless, as Schindler and Hesse [1988] and Hesse and Schindler [1988] point out, extending this definition to three dimensional magnetic fields is problematic since magnetic neutral lines (and associated separatrix surfaces) do not survive generic perturbationsofthe magnetic field in three dimensions (see Greene [1988] and Lau and Finn [1990] for further discussion of the structural instability of two-dimensional neutral lines). Thus Schindler and Hesse [1988] and Hesse and Schindler [1988] advocate am ore general definitionbased on an earlier formulation by Axford [1984] : magnetic reconnection occurs whenever as patially localized parallel electric field causes the magnetic field to evolve in time in such away that two plasma fluid elements initially threaded by afield line are, at alater time, no longer threaded by the same field line.
[ 6 ]B oth of the above definitions suffer from ad egree of arbitrariness, relying on aparticular identification of ''plasma flows.''F or example, in resistive MHD, ''plasma flow'' refers to the center of mass bulk velocity.Nevertheless, even in ap lasma with an onvanishing parallel electric field, one can often finda notherf ield line velocity which preserves the magnetic field topology.I ndeed, one can, in general, find many field line velocities to describe the same magnetic field evolution [ Newcomb, 1 958; Va syliunas, 1 972] . The essential point is that one cannot infer,from the fact that the center of mass bulk velocity is not afield line velocity,that the magnetic field topology is changing or that magnetic flux within topologically distinctf lux domains is changing. For example, in the context of resistive Hall MHD, the electron bulk velocity is af ield line velocity in the limit of zero resistivity.
[ 7 ] Boozer [2002] defines magnetic reconnection as spatiallyl ocalized nonideal magneticf ielde volution. Here, ''ideal magnetic field evolution''r efers to evolution which satisfies the following equation: where B is the magnetic field and V B is ac ontinuous velocity field (not necessarily differentiableo re ven associated with fluid motion). Equation (1), which implies that the magnetic flux in any given flux tube is preserved, is consistent with Faraday'slaw if and only if the electric field, E ,c an be written as follows:
such that r r r rÂR =0.Note that Boozer [2002] distinguishes ''ideal magnetic field evolution''( magnetic flux conservation) from ''ideal MHD.'' That is, equation (1) is consistent with an onvanishing parallel electric field so long as R = Àr r r r F ,w here F is asmooth scalar function which satisfies the magnetic differential equation:
B Ár r r r F ¼ E k : ð 3 Þ For example, if the line integral of the electric field around a closed field line is nonvanishing, then one cannot find a single valued F satisfying (3); hence the magnetic flux threadingt he closed fieldl inei sn ot conserved and reconnection occurs (e.g., magnetic island formation on a resonant surface in atoroidal magnetic field configuration is an example of such reconnection). On the other hand, if the magnetic field is time stationary,then the line integral of the electric field around any closed path in the system vanishes, so the necessary condition (3) for ideal magnetic field evolution is satisfied (note that boundary conditions may still preclude the existence of as mooth F ); further,t he trivial zero field line velocity implies flux conservation, despite the fact that the plasma is nonideal. Schindler and Hesse [1988] definitions (since it makes no referencet op lasma bulk velocities), it is too restrictive for our purpose, since it excludes steady reconnection in afinite system with nonvanishing Poynting flux on the boundaries. For example, in the magnetosphere, reconnection is steady if the line integral of the parallel electric field around the separator vanishes, so thatt he polar capf lux doesn ot change in time. Nevertheless, in steady state, the line integral of E jj along any closed magnetic field line vanishes, so one can solve (3) for as mooth F (given appropriate boundary conditions). Indeed, in steady state, the field lines can be vieweda sm oving with zero velocity.T hust o accommodate steady reconnection, we adopt aw eaker definition. Magnetic reconnectiono ccurs whenevert he following two conditions are satisfied: (1) the magnetic field can be divided into topologically distinct flux volumes which are defined by intersecting separatrix surfaces; (2) the parallel electric field is nonvanishing at one or more locations on the intersections of the separatrix surfaces. While this definition excludes cases which have traditionally been viewed as reconnection, but for which separatrix surfacesd on ot exist( the Schindler andH esse [1988] example of af inite-length plasmoid in the magnetotail is a good example), we think that the definition represents the most straightforward generalization of the intuitive idea of magnetic reconnection proposed by Va syliunas [1975] .
[ 9 ] Lau and Finn [1990] review the kinematics of threedimensional magnetic reconnection, working out the effects, in the ideal MHD limit, of singular magnetic field structures (nulls, separator lines, ands eparatrix surfaces) on the mapping of the electric potential along magnetic field lines. The simplest such singular magnetic field structure is an isolated magnetic null. If the magnetic field, B ,i ss ufficiently well behaved near the null, one can Taylor expand around the null as follows: B ( r ) % r Ár r r r B .O ne then classifies magnetic nulls according to the eigenvalues of the r r r r B matrix (denote them by l , m , n ). Since the magnetic field has vanishing divergence, the trace of r r r r B vanishes: l + n + m =0 .A sd iscussed by Lau and Finn [1990] ( we will follow theirt erminology,o riginallyi ntroduced by Cowley [1973] , in this paper), there are several cases to consider: (1) one of the eigenvalues vanishes, and the other two are either real (corresponding to at wo-dimensional Xl ine) or complex conjugate (corresponding to an Ol ine); (2) allt hree eigenvalues are real, ando ne is positive (type An ull) or one is negative (type Bn ull); (3) one of the eigenvalues is real and the other two are complex conjugates (if the real eigenvalue is positive, the null is a type A S null; if the real eigenvalue is negative, the null is a type B S null). Figure 2 . This cartoon illustrates Xline collapse. The left figure shows an Xtype neutral line with low current density. Thel ow currentc onfiguration is unstable to as mall perturbation in the component of the current density into the page. Such ap erturbation induces ap lasma flow (thick blue arrows) which acts to reinforce the currentp erturbation, resultinginacollapse of the Xl ine into at hin current sheet with ad ouble Ys eparatrix geometry (see Priest and Forbes [2000] for areview of the theory of Xline collapse).
Figure3. This figure illustrates the effect of tilting Earth's dipole axis in two dimensions. As in Figure 1 , solar wind field lines (with neither end connected to Earth) are shown in red, open field lines (with one end connected to Earth) are shown in green, and close field lines( with both ends connected to Earth) are shown in blue. The separatrix surfaces are drawn in black. Note that there is no longer a single field line which passes through both N 1 and N 2 .A solar wind field line convecting through the magnetosheath will encounter N 1 earlier than N 2 .
[ 10]F or example, Figure 4s hows the case where B x = x , B y = y ,a nd B z = À 2 z .T his is at ype Bn ull, since the three r r r r B eigenvalues are real and there is one negative eigenvalue: l =1 , m =1 ,a nd v = À 2. The yellow line (the g line), corresponding to the negative eigenvalue, is af ield line such that the magnetic field always points towardt he null. The purple plane (the S surface) corresponds to the two positive eigenvalues: the field lines in this plane allp oint away from the null. For an isolated type An ull, all of the field directions are reversed. Note that there is an important qualitative difference between two-dimensional nulls and three-dimensional nulls. In the two-dimensional case there are two separatrix curvesw hich define domains containing different topological classes of field lines (as illustrated, for example, in Figure 2 ). However,i nt he three-dimensional case, there is only one separatrix surface: the S surface. Thus reconnection associatedw ith an isolated threedimensionalnull is qualitativelydifferent from reconnection at at wo-dimensional null (see Priest and Forbes [2000] foradiscussion of the differentt ypes of reconnection which can occur at an isolated three-dimensional null).
[ 11]I nas ystem with two magnetic nulls of opposite types (ass hown in Figures 5a nd 6 ), the S surfaces associated with the two nulls intersect, in general, to form aseparator line, asingle magnetic field line which joins the two nulls. If one projects the magnetic field onto any plane perpendicular to the separator line, then the projected field has an Xt ype null at the point where the separator crosses the plane; and the two associated separatrices correspond to the intersections of the S surfaces with the plane. Thus one can view the separator as the three-dimensional analogue of the standard two-dimensional Xline topology,with aguide field that varies along the Xline. However,note that in three dimensions we require two nulls (a type Aand atype B) to produce such an Xline topology;intwo-dimensions, such a topology (with two separatrix surfaces) occurs near asingle null.
Three-Dimensional Reconnection at Earth's Dayside Magnetopause
[ 12]I nt hreed imensions the magnetic field topology under exactly northward IMF conditions differs qualitatively
Figure4 . This figure illustrates the magnetic field topology local to an isolated magnetic null. The null is the red sphere. The g (spine) curve is shown in yellow; the S (fan) surface,w hichi saseparatrix definingt wo topologically distinctflux domains, is the translucent purple plane.
Figure5 . This figure illustrates the topology of separator reconnection. In this configuration there are two magnetic nulls: at ype An ull (red sphere) and at ype Bn ull (blue sphere). The two nulls are joined by the yellow field line, which points from the Bn ull to the An ull. This singular fieldl inei st he separatorl ine, thet hree-dimensional analogue of the two-dimensional Xl ine; it is defined by the intersection of the two S surfaces, which play roles analogous to those played by two-dimensional separatrices associated with as ingle Xt ype null).
Figure6 . This figure shows ab ird'se ye view (looking down at the origin from apoint along the positive zaxis) of the separator topology shown in Figure 5 .
from that shown in Figure 1 . Figure 7s hows the magnetic field topology of av acuum superposition( in which a uniform IMF is superimposed on ad ipole field) for the case where thed ipole tilt is zero andt he IMF is due northward. Unlike the situation in Figure 1 , in which there are two distincts eparatrix surfaces which intersect to form two distinct null lines, in Figure 7t here is only as ingle surface which separatess olar wind field lines from closed magnetospheric field lines. The separatrix consists of an infinite number of fieldl inesw hich joint he twoc usp nulls (showna sr ed and blues pheresi nt he Figure 7 ) (a topologically equivalent plasma equilibrium, with nonvanishing current densityo nt he sphericals urface,w as consideredb y Hu et al. [2004] in their study of the linear spherical tearing mode).
[ 13]T he spherical separatrix surface of Figure 7i s structurallyu nstable; that is, the surface does not survive general( nonideal) perturbations of the magnetic field. For example, Russell [1972] points out that when the IMF clock angle is nonzero, ap articular solar wind field line will generally encounter an antiparallel (or nearly antiparallel) lobe magnetic field only in as ingle hemisphere. Figure 8 illustrates the idea in the context of the vacuum superposition topology (the IMF clock angle is 45 degrees in the figure, but the topology is the same for all IMF orientations). Solar wind field lines which make contact with tail lobe field lines in one hemisphere (in this context, at one of the two cusp nulls, the red and blue spheres in Figure 8) transform into newly opened field lines (shown in green) which drape over the magnetosphere in opposite senses on thed awnsidea nd duskside (the Suni si nt he positive Xd irection in the figure).
[ 14]I nt he vacuum superpositiont opology,t here is a single field line (shown in yellow in Figure 8 ) joining the two cusp nulls. While one can identify this field line as a solar wind field line (shown in red) which makes simultaneous contactw ith the two cusp nulls,o ne cannot, by inspection of the magnetic field topologya lone, identify magnetic reconnection as al ocal process occurring at the nulls (as one does in two dimensions). Figure 9s hows the magnetic skeleton of ag eneric vacuum superposition, visualized by computing magnetic fields treamlines corresponding to seed points distributed randomly within small spheres surrounding each magnetic null (100 seed points per null). Eachs uch set of field lines maps out a separatrix surface, one for each null. Red field lines correspond to the northern null (depicted by ar ed sphere); blue field linesc orrespond to the southern null (depicted by the blue sphere). Thus in the generic case, in which the dipole and IMF axes are not aligned, the single separatrix surface of Figure 7bifurcates into two distinctsurfaces. The closed Figure8. In three dimensions aparticular solar wind field line does not, in general, make contact with northern and southern tail lobe field lines simultaneously.A s Russell [1972] notes, solar wind field lines which make contactwith tail lobe field lines in one hemispherew ill transform into open field lines which drape over the dayside magnetosphere in opposite senses on the dawn and dusk sides of the magnetosphere (green tubes in the figure) . Nevertheless, in the vacuum superposition topology shown here, there is, for any IMF orientation, as ingle field line which joins the two cusp null points. Though one can interpret this closed field line as as olar wind field line (shown in red) which makes contact with the two cusp nulls simultaneously,one cannot, from inspection of the magnetic field topology alone, identify magnetic reconnection as al ocal process occurring at the nulls. yellow field line is identified as the separator line since it is defined by the intersection of the two separatrix surfaces.
[ 15]T he separator line of Figure 9i st he threedimensionala nalogue of the two-dimensional Xl ines of Figure 3 , but whereas there are two distincts eparator lines in the two-dimensional case, there is only one in the threedimensionalc ase. Further,j ust as the reconnection electric field at at wo-dimensional null line is (by definition) not localized at one particular position on the line, the parallel electric field at at hree-dimensional separator line is not, in general, localized at ap articular position on the separator line (e.g., near anull point). This presents aproblem in three dimensions, since one cannot determine, from the magnetic topology alone, thes patial distribution of thep arallel electric field. Is the parallel electric field concentrated around the magnetic nulls or at some other location along the separator line? To what extent do magnetic nulls and separator lines constrain the dynamics of reconnection in three dimensions (as they clearly do in two dimensions)? Can an arbitrary,l ocallyh yperbolic field line (i.e., al ine with the property that the magnetic field projected onto the planes perpendicular to the line has ah yperbolic null) play the roleo fareconnection Xl ine in three dimensions? Addressing such questions requires one to move beyond magnetic topology and address the geometry of the magnetic field:H ow is currentd ensity distributed on the magnetopause surface? Traditionally, there have been two competing hypothetical answers to this question, both of which are motivated by two-dimensional magnetic reconnection theory: (1) the component reconnection hypothesis and( 2) thea ntiparallelr econnectionh ypothesis. In the following section we review observations and theoretical models which support both of these hypotheses. While a number of the models reviewed below are kinetic models, in this work we address the component/antiparallel reconnection issue in the context of resistive MHD.W hile resistive MHD is incapable of addressing the reconnection timescale problem (i.e., the strong scaling of the reconnection rate with plasma resistivity), it is currently the only model which is capable of addressing the global three-dimensional geometry of the dayside magnetopause Xl ine; indeed, our resistive MHD calculations demonstrate that the component and antiparallel hypotheses are not mutuallye xclusive in a global three-dimensional magnetosphere.
Component Reconnection Hypothesis
[ 16]C omponentr econnection at the dayside magnetopause waso riginally treated by Sonnerup [1974] 
as a
Figure9. This figure illustrates Dungey's vacuum superposition topology under generic northward IMF conditions. In general, the spherical separatrix surface of Figure 7b reaks up into two distinct surfaces, illustrated here by two sets of magnetic field streamlines: (1) redl ines which pass through the northern cusp null (red sphere), (2) blue lines which pass through the southern cusp null (blue sphere).T he intersection of the two surfacesdefines aseparator loop, consisting of two separator lines which join the northern null to the southern null (the yellow tube is ac losed field line which shows the approximate location of one of these separators). Note that there are now three topologically distinct classes of field lines: (1) solar wind field lines (extending to infinity in both directions), (2) open field lines (extending to infinity in one direction and intersecting the central purple sphere in the other), (3) closed field lines (intersecting the purple sphere in both directions). generalization of two-dimensional ''guide field''r econnection, in which reconnection along at wo-dimensional hyperbolicn eutral line is modified by the addition of a constant background field parallel to the neutral line.S ince the current density is directed along the neutral line in such models, Sonnerup [1974] suggested that one should identify theXline at them agnetopause current sheetw ith the direction of the integrated (across the sheet) current density ( Figure 10 ). Since the magnetic field on the magnetosheath side of the current sheet is typically weaker than that on the magnetosphere side, Sonnerup [1974] argued that magnetic reconnection would be geometrically impossible whenever the clock angle, q ,o ft he magnetosheath field is less than cos
is the ''outer'' magnetosheath field, and B i is the ''inner'' magnetospheric field). Cowley [1976] , however,p ointed out that the magnitude of the guide field may vary arbitrarily across the current sheet (as described, for example, by Sonnerup and Priest [1975] ), making the identification of au nique Xl ine direction, e.g., parallel to the direction of the integrated current, problematic. If the component of the magnetic field parallel to the Xl ine can vary arbitrarily across the current sheet,t hen the angle between the Xl ine and B i can, in principle, range from 0t o q ,t he Xl ine need not be parallel to either the current density or the integrated current (as is the case in twodimensional, constant guide field reconnection). Thus there seems to be no ap riori objection to the possibility that subsolar reconnection is possible for all nonvanishing q .
[ 17]T he arguments of Cowley [1976] raise an interesting question: How low must the magnetic shear at the subsolar magnetopause be before magnetic reconnection is geometricallyp recluded? Spacecraft observations have noty et provided an unambiguous answer to this question. Gosling et al. [1982] presented indirect evidence, observations of fast magnetopause flows (consistent with acceleration at rotational discontinuities) by the ISEE 1and 2spacecraft, of magnetic reconnection for magnetic shear angles less than 90°. Gosling et al. [1990] even observed so-called ''flow reversal events,''i nw hich the magnetopause stagnation flow field is distorted by the motions of newly reconnected flux tubes, for cases where the magnetic shear was as low as 50°.W hile Paschmann et al. [1993] observed, with the AMPTE/IRM spacecraft, evidence of plasma transport from the magnetosheath into the magnetosphere at the low shear (where the field rotated by less than 30°from the magnetosheath to the magnetosphere) magnetopause, such plasma entry was interpreted as either a' 'nonreconnection transfer process''o rac onsequence of high-latitude reconnection at one of the cusp nulls. Indeed,t he AMPTE/IRM data analysis presented by Paschmann et al. [1993] suggests that the changes in plasma conditions associated with lowlatitude, low-shear magnetopause crossings, bulk velocity direction, plasma temperature,and temperature anisotropies, are not, in general, accompanied by ac lear rotation of the magnetic field. Nevertheless,e vidence of reconnection equatorward of the polar cusp under northward IMF conditions has been found in AMPTE/CCE [ Fuselier et al., 1997] , Polar-TIDE [ Chandler et al., 1 999] , andP olar-TIMAS [ Fuseliere ta l.,2 000] magnetopause crossings (though Russell and Le [2000] interpret the Polar-TIMAS component reconnection case study [ Fuselier et al., 2 000] as ac ase of antiparallel reconnection tailward of the cusp).
Antiparallel Reconnection Hypothesis
[ 18]I nc ontrast to the component reconnection hypothesis, the antiparallel reconnectionh ypothesis posits that magnetopause reconnectioni sl ocalized around regions wheret he magnetosheatha nd magnetospheric magnetic fields are antiparallel [ Crooker, 1 979] . ''Antiparallel''i s usually defined in the context of am agnetic field model [e.g., Tsyganenko,1 995a; Tsyganenko and Stern,1 996] for which the magnetopause surface, separating the solar wind magnetic field from the magnetospheric magnetic field, is unambiguously defined. The Xl ine is then identified with the locus of points on the magnetopause for which the magnetic field vectors on either side of the surface point in opposite directions (i.e., q c =1 80°in Figure 10 ). While component reconnection was initially motivated [ Sonnerup, 1974] by the two-dimensional theory of driven guide field reconnection, the antiparallel construction is similar in spirit to at earing mode calculation in which one assesses the tendency of an initial current sheet (for which the component of the magnetic field normal to the sheet vanishes) to undergom agnetic reconnection. Indeed, the linear tearing mode analysis of Quest and Coroniti [1981] , which demonstrates thatt he growthr ates calesi nverselyw itht he magnitude of the guide field, provided early theoretical motivation for antiparallel reconnection. Ar ecent linear analysis of three-dimensional resistivet earing,h owever, suggests that it is not appropriate (or even meaningful) to computet wo-dimensional tearingm odeg rowthr ates at separate locations on the magnetopause surface [ Hu et al., [2004] analysis, an initially closed magnetic field topol ogye quivalentt ot hato f Figure 7 becomeso pend ue to resistivet earing of thes pherical separatrix surface which carries the confining current. The breakup of the spherical tearing surface is associated with a parallel electric field which is not localizeda round the magnetic nulls. In contrast, the Quest and Coroniti [1981] analysis predicts that the tearing mode growth rate should have local maxima at the antiparallel loci which, by definition, contain the magnetic nulls.
[ 19]I ntwo dimensions the presence of asignificant guide field can suppress nonlinear reconnection for an umber of reasons. Rogers et al. [2001] , for example, argues that the dispersive properties of whistler and kinetic Alfvén waves facilitate fast reconnection by preventing the collapse of Xt ype neutral lines into macroscopic Sweet-Parker sheets. Therefore if the guide field is largeenough to suppress such waves, then one expects an associated reduction in the reconnection rate. Rogers et al. [2001] o bserved such a reduction in two-fluid simulations of nonlinearreconnection starting from ad ouble Harris sheet equilibrium (in which electron inertia breaks the frozen flux constraint). Using a two-dimensional electromagnetic particle-in-cell( PIC) code, Swisdak et al. [2003] demonstrate that the presence of ag uide field, in combination with ad ensity gradient normal to the reconnection plane, can suppress reconnection by inducing adiamagnetic electron drift which convects the Xline at aspeed exceeding the Alfvén speed. Using athreedimensionalelectromagnetic PIC code, Tanaka et al. [2004] show that rapid triggering of the tearing mode instability in aHarris equilibrium (associated with the fast growing lower hybrid drift instability at the edges of the currents heet) is suppressed in the presence of ag uide field. Karimabadi [2005] argues that if tearing at the dayside magnetopause is enhanced by its coupling with theW eibel instability [ Weibel, 1 959] (which is driven by electron temperature anisotropies inducedb yl ower hybrid fluctuations at the edges of the current sheet [ Daughton et al., 2 004] ), then fast tearing may be suppressed by the presenceo fag uide field which suppresses the Weibel instability; nevertheless, Karimabadi [2005] also find in their hybrid simulationsthat fast, steady state reconnection is possible for moderately large magnitudes of the guide field (of the order of the reconnecting field components).
[ 20]T he observational support for the antiparallel hypothesis can be roughly categorized as follows: (1) in situ observationso ff astp lasmaf lows andp article velocity distributions which provide some information about the location of the observing spacecraft relativet ot he reconnection site; (2) remote sensing of ionospheric signatures of reconnection at the magnetopause. Evidence in the first category is usually in the form of Alfvénic plasma flows and D-shaped ion velocity distributions [ Cowley, 1 982] Gosling et al. [1991] s tudy is ar are exception in which the IMF was weakly southward); this is consistent with the notion that magnetic reconnection is a local process associated with the magnetic neutral points in the Dungey [1961 Dungey [ , 1963 model. We note, however,that not all evidence of high-latitude (poleward of the cusp) reconnection under northward IMF conditions is consistent with the notion that reconnection is strongly localized around the antiparallel locus. For example, the Trattner et al. [2004] analysis considered two distinct events in which the Polar spacecraft crossed the cusp under northward IMF conditions. In one event (22 September 1997), the location of the reconnection site, inferred from at ime-of-flight analysis of ion velocity distributions observed by the TIMAS instrument, was consistent with antiparallel merging. In the second event (30 October 1997), however,the time-of-flight analysis yieldedar econnectionl ocationw hich,t hough located at high latitude, was associated with am agnetic shear angle of about 100°.N evertheless, Trattner et al. [2004] interpret this discrepancy as evidence that the highlatitude Xl ine,w hile originating at the antiparallel locus, extends some significant distance away from the locus.
[ 21]O bservationsi nt he second category,r emote sensing of ionospherics ignatures of magnetopause structure, have produced conflicting results. Using data from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN), Coleman et al. [2001] observe ionospheric convection patterns which, they argue, are consistent with abifurcated magnetopause Xline under southward IMF conditions. Petrinec and Fuselier [2003] , however,a rgue thatt he ionosphericg ap in the mapped magnetopause antiparallel locus predicted by Coleman et al. [2001] is associated with inaccuracies in the numerical methods used to map field lines (namely, errors associated with tracing field lines near magnetic nulls as well as poor resolution of field line seed points). Indeed, Fuselier et al. [2002] has shown evidence from one of the imagers aboard the IMAGE (Imager for Magnetopause to Aurora Global Exploration) spacecraft that aproton auroral spot observed poleward of the auroral oval maps to the antiparallel locus on the magnetopause surface (both the mapping and the magnetopause surface were defined by the T96 Tsyganenko model [ Tsyganenko,1995b [ Tsyganenko, , 1996 . The spot, Fuselier et al. [2002] argue, is produced by Lyman alpha emission from $ 1k eV protons which, having been energized by magnetic reconnection poleward of the cusp under northward IMF conditions, undego charge exchange in the upper atmospheret ob ecome excited neutral hydrogen. In contrast, under southward IMFc onditions, Fuselier et al. [2002] argue that proton auroral emissions associated with magnetic reconnection map to the subsolar magnetopause. Recent simultaneous observations by the Cluster and IMAGE spacecraft show that under northward IMF conditions, the usual in situ (Cluster) signatures of reconnection poleward of the cusp, namely,b ulk velocity acceleration satisfying the Walén test), mapped along magnetic field lines (using various versions of the Tsyganenko model) to the proton auroral spot observed by IMAGE [ Phan et al., 2003 ].
What Have We Learned From Simulations?
[ 22]G iven the ambiguities and contradictions present in many of the spacecraft observations, global threedimensional simulation of Earth'sm agnetopause is an essential tool fort he investigation of theg eometry of dayside magnetopause reconnection. Unfortunately,d espite the fact that the magnetosphere is an early collisionless plasma which is far from local thermodynamic equilibrium, computational resources have not yet reached alevel which makes possible global three-dimensional kinetic (e.g., PIC) simulations of the magnetopause. Resistive MHD simulation is still the preferred approach, despite its well-known limitations (in particular,i ts inability to model fast reconnection in the high Lundquist number limit ).
[ 23]W hat, then, have resistive MHD simulationst aught us about the geometry of the dayside magnetopause Xline? Over the last decade, an umbero fg lobal MHD simulation studiesh avep rovided evidence that the magnetospheric magnetic field topology is consistent in many respects with the vacuum superposition topology originallye nvisioned by Dungey. Fedder et al. [1995] investigated the dependence of the magnetotail topology on the IMF; while the magnetic fieldt opologiess hown in theirP late 2s how evidence of ag lobal separator structure (which Fedder et al. [1995] identify as the intersection of the magnetopause with thes urface separatingI MF fieldl ines from open field lines), it is not clear whether or not this separator is related to the separator line which joins the two magnetic nulls in the generic vacuum superposition topology shown in Figure 7 . Russell et al. [1998] compare magnetic field data from the Polar mission with results from ag lobal MHD simulation, arguing that under the sustained northward IMF conditions which occurred from 0230 to 0800 on 29 May 1996 the simulated magnetic field topology was consistent with Dungey'sp ure northward IMF topology (Figure 7) , in which magnetosheath plasma is captured onto closedf ield lines by simultaneous reconnection at thet wo cusp nulls.T he nullsw eren ot trackedi nt he simulations, however.F igure5of Russell et al. [1998] shows an oon-midnight meridional projection of the magnetic field topology;n evertheless, given the fact that separatrices in two-dimensional projections need not coincide with three-dimensional separatrices, it is not clear whether (1) there is asingle closed surface separating closed from open field lines, and (2) whether plasma is flowing across such as eparatrix( an ecessary condition fort he occurrenceo fs imultaneousc uspr econnection).S imilar simulation evidence of simultaneous cusp null reconnection under sustained northward IMF conditions was presented more recently by Le et al. [2001] and Li et al. [2005] ; again, however,n oa ttempt was made to track (in the simulation data) three-dimensional topological properties of the magnetic field( magnetic nulls,s eparatrixs urfaces, and separator curves).
[ 24]Anumber of global MHDs imulations tudies of magnetopause merging in the last decade have been interpreted in the context of the vacuum superposition topology. Crooker et al. [1998] explained lobe cell ionospheric convection (in which the convection cell is confined to the open polar cap) as ac onsequence of electric potential drops along open magnetic field lines which ''overdrape'' across the dayside magnetopause,t hreading ab road diffusion region on the dayside magnetopause as they converge toward two cusp nulls (one in each hemisphere). The vacuum superposition topology,i nw hich as eparator line extends from the southern to the northern cusp null, was invoked to motivate the existence of these ''newly reconnected''o verdraped field lines. As imilar magnetic field topology was found in the simulations of Tanaka [1999] and Watanabe et al. [2004] , though theiri nterpretation of the relationship between ionospheric convection patterns and magnetopause reconnection undern orthward IMF conditions differs from that of Crooker et al. [1998] (who considered the case where the zcomponent of the magnetic field in GSM coordinates vanishes). Considering ap ure duskward IMFc ase, Siscoe et al. [2001] identify two magnetic nulls and as eparator line joining the two nulls, demonstrating that the parallel electric field is weaker at the nulls than at the subsolar point (by about af actor of three). Siscoe et al. [2001] thus infer that reconnectionu nder duskward IMF conditions bears more resemblancet oc omponent reconnection than to antiparallel reconnection.
[ 25]O ne cano rganize the results summarized in the previous two paragraphs (our citationsa re by no means an exhaustive list) into two categories of models: (1) models which treatm agnetic reconnection as al ocal process, analogous to two-dimensional reconnection at an Xl ine, and possibly associated with amagnetic null (representative models include Russell et al. [1998] Siscoe et al., 2001] . Models in the first category visualize the reconnection process as al ocal ''breaking''a nd ''rejoining''p rocess analogous to that which onea ssociates with at wodimensional Xt ype neutral point. In contrast, models in the second category view the reconnection processa sa global process which occurs at ar ate which is given by a line integral (perhaps along as eparator line) of the parallel electric field. Interestingly,anumber of them odels described in this subsection [ Tanaka,1 999; Watanabe et al.,2004; Crooker et al.,1998; Siscoe et al.,2001 ] fall into separate categories( local versus global reconnection) despite the fact that they explicitly interpret the simulation results in the contexto ft he same separator reconnection topology, in which three-dimensional separatrix surfaces intersect at separatorl ines joining isolated magnetic nulls. This is not surprising, given that one cannot determine, from the magnetic field topology alone, the spatial distribution of the parallel electric field on the magnetopause surface. To our knowledge, Siscoe et al. [2001] i st he first attempt to identify magneticr econnectionw ith the parallele lectric field along as eparator line in ag lobal MHD simulation of the magnetosphere.
[ 26]I nthis paper we revisit the problem of determining the topology and geometry of dayside magnetopause magnetic reconnection under northward IMF conditions. Whereas Siscoe et al. [2001] c onsidered az ero dipole tilt case in which theI MF points in thed uskward direction, we consider ag eneric northward IMF case, with zero dipole tilt and an IMF clock angle of 45°.W eaddress the following questions:
[ 27]1 .What is the topology of the dayside magnetopause magnetic field under generic northward IMF conditions? What is the role of magnetic nulls, and associated separatrix surfaces,i nc onstraining the dynamics of magnetopause magnetic reconnection?
[ 28]2 .What is the geometry of the dayside Xline? Does the Xl ine correspond to the antiparallel locus or does it extend across the subsolar region?
[ 29]3 .How is the parallel electric field distributed on the magnetopause surface? Can magnetic reconnection be viewed as al ocal process,w ith as patially localized diffusion region, or is magnetopause reconnection an inherently global process, with the reconnection rate determined by a line integral of the electric field?
Results

OpenGGCMM odel
[ 30]T he resultsp resented in this paper were obtained using theO penGGCM (Global Geospace Circulation Model) code, ar esistive MHD code which is maintained at the Institute for the Study of Earth, Oceans, and Space (EOS)a tt he University of New Hampshire (UNH). OpenGGCM is af inite difference code (originally developed by J. Raeder; see, for example, [ Raeder et al. ,1 995; Raeder,2 003]) which computes the interaction of the solar wind with Earth'sm agnetosphere. The code is parallelized, using them essage passing interface( MPI),t or un on massively parallel computing architectures. The computations were performed on a3 40 processor Beowulfc luster (Zaphod) at EOS.
[ 31]I nt he outerm agnetosphere (outside as phereo f radius 3.5 R E centered around Earth),t he normalized resistive MHD equationsa re solved using explicit finite difference schemes (to be described below):
where I is the unit tensor and g is the ratio of specific heats. The variables are dimensionless, having been normalized as follows: spatial coordinates are normalized by 1 R E ; the plasma density, r ,i sn ormalized by ar eference value, r 0 =1 0 4 cm À 3
;t he magnetic field, B ,i sn ormalized by the magnitude of Earth'sd ipole field at 1 R E ;t he bulk velocity, U ,i sn ormalized by the reference Alfvén speed, V A = B 0 /(4 pr 0 ) 1/2 ;t he plasma pressure, p, and energy density,u ,a re normalized by the reference magnetic energy density, B 0 2 /(8 p ); ti sn ormalizedb yt he Alfvén time, t A = l / V A (where l =1R E ); the current density, J , and the electric field, E ,a re normalized so that equations (9) and (10) are satisfied. The Lundquist number, S, is constant in time and spatially uniform (save for as pherical region of radius 6 R E around Earth, where the resistivity is set to zero). The reader should note that Si sd efined here in terms of the referencem agnetic field at 1 R E ,a sw ell as the referenced ensity of 10 4 cm À 3 .T hus the Lundquist number defined in terms of magnetosheath parameters, with am agnetic field of about 50 nT,adensity of about 30 cm À 3 ,a nd as cale of af ew Earth radii, gives a magnetosheath Lundquist number, S MS ,o fa pproximately S /10.
[ 32]E quations (4)- (11) are solved on an onuniform rectilinear grid in GSE coordinates. In the ya nd zd imensions the gridisexponential, extending out to ±40 R E ,with am inimum grid spacing of 0.1 R E at y = z =0 ,a tt he subsolar point, and am aximum grids pacing of 0.5 R E at ±40 R E .I nt he xd irection, the grid extends from 24 R E on the dayside to 200 R E in thet ail;t he grid is again nonuniform, with grid points concentrated around the dayside magnetopause, where the resolution is % 0.025 R E .W e have performed convergence tests to verify that the magnetopause reconnection physics we describe in subsequence sections is not sensitive to the grid resolution (though we do not yet have the computationalr esources to investigate global convergence for the Lundquist number, S =5 000, used in this study). The simulation resolution is such that the magnetopause current sheet is well resolved over most of the dayside magnetopause surface.
[ 33]A sdiscussed by Raeder [1999] , the gasdynamic part of the MHDe quations,e quations (4)-(6), ares patially discretized using ah ybrid scheme in which fourth-order centrally differenced fluxes are combined with first-order Rusanov fluxes (with the high-order fluxes dominating in smoothr egions), while Faraday's law,e quation ( 7), is discretized using the constrained transport method developed by Evansa nd Hawley [1988] (this method preserves the constant (8) to machine precision). All of the equations are advanced in time using as econd-order predictor-corrector scheme.T he boundary conditions on the dayside are fixed in time, while those on the other five boundaries are free (i.e., normal derivatives vanish).
[ 34]F ield-alignedc urrents (FAC), J jj ,a re computed just outside aspherical region of radius 3.5 R E ,centered around Earth, and mapped to as pherical-polar ionosphere grida t 1 R E using ad ipole magnetic field model. The mapped FACa re used to compute the source term in the current continuity equation: r r r rÁS Ár r r r F ¼ÀJ k sin I ð 12Þ
where F is the ionospheric potential on aspherical grid at 1 AU, S is aconductivity tensor,and I is the inclination of the dipole field at the ionosphere. Equation (12) is solved using aGalerkin pseudospectral method on aspherical-polar grid, with the boundary condition F =0a tt he equator.T he ionosphericc onductivities include contributions from EUV ionization,d iffusea uroral electron precipitation, and discrete auroraea ssociated with parallel electric fields( see Raeder et al. [2001] for details).
[ 35]I nwhat follows, we analyze results from asingle run (used to produce Figure 11 ), corresponding to an IMF clock angle of 45. The dipole tilt is zero, and the following steady solar wind boundary conditions are used: the IMF B y and B z are both 5n T; the solar wind speed is 400 km/s; the solar wind density is 5c m À 3 ;t he solar wind pressure is 7p Pa. Thec odew as runl ong enough forasteady state to be reached on the dayside (typically this requires approximately 15 min of simulated time, though we run the simulation for 2h ours of simulated time). The Lundquist number,S ,w as set to 5000.
Tracking Magnetic Nulls in the OpenGGCM Simulation
[ 36]W em ake use of an algorithm developed by Greene [1992] to track magnetic nulls in the simulation. Greene's algorithm is based on the concept of the topological degree of am ap f : R n ! R n ,r elative to the domain D R n .T he map f takes the vector x = h x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n i to the vector where 0 is the n-dimensional zero vector.T hus the topological degree is the difference between the number of solutions of f = 0 for which det( J f ( x )) >0and the number for which det( J f ( x )) <0. In other words, the topological degree counts the difference between the numberoft ype A nulls and the number of type Bn ulls within D. One can compute the topological degree by evaluating the Kronecker integral [see, e.g., Polymilise ta l.,2 003]:
where G ( x )i st he gamma function and
M is the nbynmatrix such that
with jr anging over {1,..., i À 1, i +1 , ... , n }.
[ 37]F or example, when the mapi nq uestion is the magnetic field, B ,t he Kronecker integral takes the following form:
where we have transformed the integral into magnetic field space, D B is the image of Du nder the map B ( x ), d s is a differential surface element in magnetic field space, and Bis the magnitudeo ft he magnetic field ( B is the distance from the origin in magnetic field space). [ 39] Greene [1992] discretizes (16) by sampling magnetic field vectors on D, triangulating the sampled points (see Figure 12 ), transforming the resulting triangles into magnetic field space (thus approximating @ D B by the polyhedron @~D B in magnetic field space; see the right panel of Figure 12 ), and computing the following sum:
Figure 11. This figure shows ag lobalv iewo ft he interaction of the solar wind with Earth'sm agnetosphere, simulated by the OpenGGCM model. Earth is the blue sphere in the center.T he two cut planes show plasma density; the bow shock is clearly visible as the sharp increase (green-red transition) in plasma density,a nd the dayside magnetopause can be clearly identified, in the subsolar region, as the sharp density drop. White tubes show bulk plasma streamlines, while colored tubes show magnetic field streamlines (color coded according to the magnetic field magnitude). The solar wind conditions for this run weres teady,w ith an IMF clock angle of 45°.
where N T is the number of triangles, and
A i is the area of the spherical triangle corresponding to the projection of the i th triangle of @~D B onto the unit sphere in magnetic field space: cosq i =( B j Á B k )/j B j j | B k j ,w here the indices { i , j , k }a re cyclic permutations of {1, 2, 3}. The areas of the spherical triangles are oriented such that A i has the same sign as the volume element B i Á B j Â B k >0 .
SimulatedV acuum Superposition Topology
[ 40]F igure 13 shows acut of the OpenGGCMsimulation in the GSE z =0plane, illustrating magnetic flux pileup and associated plasma depletion under generic northward IMF conditions. The top panel shows the magnetic field magnitude; the bottom panel shows the plasma pressure. Green arrows show the projection of the plasma bulk velocity vectorsi ntot he plane. Thet wo purple lines show the locations wheret he twom agnetic separatrix surfaces (separating solar wind, open and closed field lines) intersect the GSE z =0plane. We identify the subsolar magnetopause with the intersection of these two purple lines, which occurs at X GSE % 10.35 R E (note the ''double Y''t opology of the projected separatrices, reminiscent of two-dimensional Sweet-Parker reconnection).
[ 41]A lthough Figure 13 is as napshot taken after 6840 s of simulated time (this time stepwas chosen randomly), the dayside magnetosheath and magnetopause are remarkably steady during the 2h ours of simulated time. Figure 14 demonstrates the steadiness of the magnetopause location and current density.T he blue dots show the subsolar magnetopause location, defined to be location, along the Sun-Earth line,ofthe local maximum of the current density, as afunction of time. After an initial transient phase lasting about 1000 s( and associated with the fact that the initial condition is not as tatic equilibrium), the dayside magnetopause settles into asteady state which persists until the end of the simulation, after 7200 sofsimulated time. The green dots show the current density at the subsolar magnetopause, demonstrating that there is as ignificant and steady reconnection electricf ield at the subsolar magnetopause under generic northward IMF conditions. As we will see later,this current density is associated with athin current sheet which forms near am agnetic separator line which extends across the subsolar magnetopause, terminating in the polar cusps.
[ 42]F igure 15 shows the magnetic skeleton computed from the OpenGGCM simulation after 6840 so fs imulated time. The red lines in the figure are magnetic field streamlines corresponding to 180 seed points randomly distributed within spheres of radius 1.5 R E around the northern cusp null (marked ''A'') located at the point N 1 =( À 2.4 R E , 6.3 R E ,12.9 R E ). Likewise, the blue linesa re streamlines with seed points within a1 .5 R E radius of the southern cusp null (marked ''B'') located at the point N 2 = ( À 3.2 R E , À 6.5 R E , À 13.5 R E ). Thus the blue and red field lines lie approximately on the S surfaces associated with the twon ulls.T he yellow line is them agnetic field streamline which passes through the point (10.35 R E , 0 R E ,0R E ), the approximate location of the magnetopause along the Sun-Earth line. Note that this line passes very close to the two nulls used to visualize the S surfaces. Also note that the two S surfacesc ome intoc ontact at the approximate location of the yellow field line. Thus the yellow line gives the approximate location of the magnetic separator defined by the intersection of the two separatrix surfaces associated with nulls N 1 and N 2 .
[ 43]I ti sc lear from Figure 15 that the topology of the simulated magnetopause is more complex than that of the simple vacuum superposition.W hile the vacuum superposition topology has two magnetic nulls, asingle type Anull and as ingle type Bn ull, the topology shown in Figure 15 has more than two magnetic nulls. Indeed, there appear to be four distinct clusters of magneticn ulls,t wo in the Figure1 2. This figure illustrates the calculation of the topological degree of ad iscretized magnetic field, relative to an OpenGGCM finite difference cell. Each computational cell is decomposed into 12 triangles (green cube), each of which is mapped (using the values of the magnetic field at the eight vertices of the cell) to acorresponding triangleinmagnetic field space (blue cube). In this example there is as ingle linear null (red sphere)s uch that B x = x , B y = y and B z = À 2 z .
northern polar cusp and two in the southern polar cusp. Nevertheless, while the number of nulls in each cluster varies in time (with nulls being created and destroyed in pairs), the locations of the clusters remain relativelysteady.
Further,i fo ne computest he topological degree of each cluster,o ne finds that the large-scale topology is consistent with asimple two-null separator topology.This is illustrated in Figure 16 , which shows the number of type An ulls (red . The green circle is the inner MHD boundary condition, where field aligned currents are mapped to the ionosphere; the blue circle is the inner resistivity boundary,w ithin which the resistivity is set to zero. The plasma resistivity is constante verywhere outside the blue circle. squares) and type Bn ulls (blue circles) within each cluster as af unction of time. After as teady state has been reached (i.e., after about 1000 so fs imulated time), the numbero f type Anulls in the northernmost cluster always exceeds the number of type Bn ulls by one; thus this cluster has a topological degree of 1. In contrast, the southernmost cluster has atopological degree of À 1. The two intermediate clusters always have equal numberso ft ype Aa nd type B nulls, corresponding to avanishing topological degree. This is not surprising, given that nulls must always be created in A-B pairs. Thus the dayside magnetopause magnetic field topology is consistent, on the large scale, with as imple separatort opology, despitet he fact that thep olar cusp topology is more complex (with multiple nulls in each polar cusp). We note that with four clusters of magnetic nulls, the topology shown in Figure 15 bears some resemblance to the ''split separator'' topology proposed by Crooker [1979] , in which there are four magnetic nulls on the dayside magnetopause. This resemblance is superficial, however,since two of the null clusters in Figure 15 have vanishing topological degree,whereas all four nulls in the split separator topology have nonvanishing degree.
[ 44]W ea rgue that magnetopause Xl ines should be identifiedwith the intersections of the S surfaces associated with the cusp magnetic nulls. While there may be smallscale Xlines and associated separators joining nulls within a local cluster (we have not yet addressedt his interesting question), there is also clearly al arge-scale dayside Xl ine which joins nulls in opposite polar cusps. Since this Xl ine extends across the dayside magnetopause from the southern
Figure1 4. This figure shows the temporal behavior of the maximum current density magnitude in the interval 8.8 R E < x <20R E along the Sun-Earth line in GSE coordinates. We identify this current density maximum as the subsolar magnetopause. As teady state is reached very early in the simulation,a fter about 1000 so fs imulated time. type Bn ullc luster to then orthern type Ac luster,t he dayside separator line displays properties of both antiparallel reconnection and component reconnection. If one projects the magnetic field line into aplane perpendicular to the large-scale separatorline at the subsolar point, on obtains an Xtype neutral point with astrong guide field.Incontrast, if onep erformsasimilarp rojectiona th ighl atitude, one obtains an Xt ype neutral point with aw eak guide field. Thus by observing the magnetic field topology at different locations along the separator line, one can obtain results which are consistent with either component reconnection or antiparallel reconnection. The two hypotheses, which at first glance seem to be mutually exclusive, can be viewed as different aspects of as ingle dayside Xl ine.
Three-Dimensional Separatrices
[ 45]T he separator topology shown in Figure 15 is consistent with that obtained in previousM HD simulations [ Fedder et al.,1 995; Tanaka ,1 999; Crooker et al.,1 998; Siscoe et al.,2001; Watanabe et al.,2004] . Nevertheless, as we have previously noted, despite obtaining similar magnetic field topologies, previous studies have differed in their conclusions about the implications of the separator topology for dayside magnetopause reconnection. For example, while Tanaka [1999] and Watanabe et al. [2004] describe reconnection as al ocal process associated with magnetic nulls (they make heavy use of two-dimensional magnetic field projections to illustrate such local reconnection processes), Crooker et al. [1998] and Siscoe et al. [2001] view reconnection as ag lobal process associated with ab road diffusion region on the dayside magnetopause surface. One cannot, on the basis of the magnetic skeleton alone, distinguishb etween the twoi nterpretations;i .e., one cannot determine the ''location''o fr econnection from Figure 15 , since the magnetic skeleton contains no information about how the parallel electric fieldi sd istributed along the separator line.
[ 46]F igure1 7i llustrates theg eometry of separator reconnection at the simulated magnetopause. The surface is constructed by computing thes et of magneticf ield streamlines corresponding to seed points at the nodeso fa spherical polar grid (5 R E < r <1 5 R E ,0°< q <1 80°, À 120°< f <1 20°)w ith dimensions 1000 Â 100 Â 100. The radial coordinate of the surface, for agiven q and phi, is the location of the last open field line.The surface is painted with the parallel current density,which is proportional to the Figure1 6. This figure shows the temporal variation of the dayside magnetopause magnetic field topology.T he four panels show the number of magnetic nulls within spheres of radius 2 R E centered at C 1, C 2, C 3, and C 4, respectively.Red squares show the number of type Anulls, while blue circles show the number of type Bn ulls. parallel electric field, since the Lundquist numberh as been chosen to be larger than that associated with our discretization errors (e.g., the resistive current sheet is well resolved along this surface). The thick yellow line is as olar wind field line just sunward of the subsolar magnetopause; note how this field line becomes distorted as it approaches the magnetopause:t he IMF clock angle is 45 degrees, but the clock angle decreases through the magnetosheath to about 21 degrees just upstream of the magnetopause current sheet. This rotation of the solar wind field line as it approaches the magnetopause is required by the separator topology; the solar wind field line merges into the dayside separator line as it makes contact with the polar cusp nulls in opposite hemispheres.
[ 47]T he colored tubes in Figure 17 are bulk velocity streamlines, computed from seed points distributed in a circle around the Sun-Earth line at GSE z=15(in the solar wind). Note that since the surface corresponds to the last open field line, it is only an approximate representation of the actual magnetic separatrix, accurate to about 0.02 R E (the resolution of the radial search). This is why the two open field lines are visible in the figure, [ 48]I nterestingly,h owever, separatorr econnection also involves the creation of new closed field lines, as illustrated in Figure 18 . This figure is identical to Figure 17 , with the exception of the surface, which has been replaced by the boundary between open and closed field lines. Note that the plasma flow around the flanks does not penetrate the surface. Further,the direction of the flow is organized by the the separatorl ine, not the IMF,e .g., the outflow has a ''butterfly''p attern with as ymmetry axis aligned approximately along the separatorl ine. It is natural to identify this flow as ar econnection outflow emanating from the separator line and confinedt ot he open field line region between the two separatrices. Note, however,t hat some solar wind plasma has access to closed field lines (i.e., it flowsa crosst he surface)i nt he polarc usps.T hus t he separatorr econnectionp rocess illustratedi nF igures 1 7 and 18 can be divided into two distinct processes: (1) process (e.g., in aplane perpendicular to the separator line at low latitude) in which the guide field is large. The second process can be viewed as an example of ''double cusp'' reconnection in which as olar wind field line makes simultaneous contact with the two polar cusps, producing new closed field lines (as described, for example, by Song and Russell [1992] ). Rather than being mutually exclusive, both processes, component reconnection and antiparallel reconnection, are different aspects of the same separator reconnection process.
Three-Dimensional Sweet-Parker Reconnection
[ 49]T he results of the previous two sections demonstrate the following: (1) under generic northward IMF conditions, andw hent he plasma resistivityi sc onstant, t here is a dayside magnetopause Xl ine, am agnetic separator,w hich extends across the subsolar point, terminating at magnetic nulls in opposite polar cusps; (2) the dayside magnetopause current density takes the form of abroad, thin ribbon which also extends across the subsolar region, terminating in the cusps. However,the geometry of the Xline differs from that of the current ribbon: the clocka ngle of ther ibbon (approximately equal to that of the IMF) is larger than the clock angleo ft he separator( % 21°). There areg ood theoretical reasons to expect current sheets to be aligned with separators, in both two [ Dungey,1953; Imshennik and Syrovatsky,1 967] and three [ Longcope and Cowley, 1 996] dimensions. However, Longcope and Cowley [1996] considered the case (appropriate for the solar corona) where the plasma beta is small and the magnetic field evolution is approximately force-free (at least until current sheets form and Alfvénic reconnection outflows impact the dynamics). The plasma beta in the simulatedm agnetosheath is large, and the plasma flows are significant; thus one cannot appeal to the force-free calculationso f Longcope andC owley [1996] to motivate aseparator current ribbon at the dayside magnetopause.Ino ther words, while it seems clear that the global separator topology will constrain the dynamics of thin current sheet formation at the dayside magnetopause, it is not obvious that the current sheet should, in the strongly driven high beta magnetosheath/magnetopauses ystem, be aligned with the separator line.
[ 50]F igure 19 shows the intersections of the two separatrices with the X GSE À Y GSE plane for six different values of Z GSE .T he black liness how the separatrix intersections, which themselves intersect to define the intersection of the magnetic separator with the plane. The green arrows illustrate the projection of the bulk velocity field into the plane. The plane is color coded according to the parallel current density.F or increasing Z GSE ,t he Y GSE coordinate of the intersection of thes eparatrix lines increases. Thet wo separatrix lines (again, these are the intersections of the two separatrix surfaces shown in Figures 17 and 18) seem to merge over af inite region. While the finite length of the merging region is likely an artifact of our inability to numerically resolve the two surfaces (due to errors involved in computing the surfaces), it is clear that the two separatrix lines form an approximate ''double Y''g eometry which is reminiscent of the two-dimensional Sweet-Parker double Y separatrix geometry.F urther, although the local maximum of the parallel current density does not coincide with the magnetic separator (as Figures 17 and 18 demonstrate) ,t he edges of the sheet correspond roughly to the points at which the two separatrix linesd iverge.
[ 51]A sn ewly reconnected open field lines in Figure 18 overdrape (in opposite senses on the positive and negative Y GSE sides of the subsolar point) the magnetopause, they are strongly kinked near the cusp magnetic nulls. In the usual local picture of cusp reconnection, this kinking of the field lines, and the associated plasma flow reversals [see, e.g., Gosling et al., 1 990] , are identified as signatures of a localr econnection process occurring poleward of the cusp,as olar windf ield linei st ypically visualized as reconnecting with al obe field line, producing an ew overdraped field line. However,F igure 18 clearly shows that the diffusion region (as determined by the parallel current density) extends across the entire dayside magnetopause, rather than being localized at the cusp nulls. Given that global separator reconnection produces new open field lines which are strongly kinked in the cusps (due to the null-null topology), and given that such field line kinking is usually (and unjustifiably,based on field topology alone) identified with al ocal cusp reconnection process, an atural question arises: Cang lobals eparator reconnectionp roduce flow reversals which are traditionally associated with localc usp magnetic reconnection under northwardI MF conditions?
[ 52]F igure 20 is an example of as imulated high-latitude ( Z GSE =8R E )f low reversal, in which the Y GSE component of the bulk velocity has as ign opposite to that of the magnetosheath stagnation point outflow for positive Y GSE and Z GSE .T his is demonstrated by the fact that the flow reversal, where the Y GSE component of the bulk velocity changes sign, occurs at about (5.6 R E ,4R E ), which is also approximately where the two purple separatrix lines intersect. Note also that there is an enhancement of the positive Y GSE component of the bulk flow duskward of the separatrix intersection, in the region between the two separatrices. Note that the intersection of thet wo purple curves in Figure 20 corresponds to the intersection of the magnetic separator (the Xl ine) with the plane. Thus this simulated flow reversal should be interpreted as al ocal signature of the globald aysides eparator reconnectionp rocess which occurs at every point along the separator line, including the subsolar point, where the parallel electric field is nonvanishing.
Conclusions and Discussion
[ 53]W eh ave obtained numerical solutions of the threedimensional resistive magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations describing steadym agnetic reconnection at Earth'sd ayside magnetopause under generic northward IMF conditions. The calculation was performed with the OpenGGCM (Open Geospace Global Circulation Model) code, making use of the Zaphod Beowulf cluster www. zaphod.sr.unh.edu) at the University of New Hampshire. This study focused on as ingle case in which the dipole tilt was zero and the IMF (interplanetary magnetic field) clock angle was 45°.T he plasma resistivity was constant in space and time (save for the region within as phere of radius 6 R E centereda tt he origin in GSE coordinates), corresponding to aL undquist number of 5000 (based on a 1 R E length scale, the Earth'sdipole magnetic field at 1 R E , andadensity of 10,000 cm À 3 ). This translates into a Lundquist number of about 1000 based on the average magnetosheath density,m agnetic field magnitude,a nd length scale.
[ 54]W ea ddressed the following questions in our study: (1) What is the topology of thed ayside magnetopause magnetic field under generic northward IMF conditions? (2) What is theg eometry of magneticr econnection at Earth'sd ayside magnetopause under generic northward IMF conditions? (i.e., how is current density distributed on the magnetopause surface?).
[ 55]O ur results can be summarized as follows:
[ 56]1 .T he dayside magnetopause magnetic field topology is characterized by two clusters of magnetic nulls, one in the northern polar cusp and one in the southern polar cusp. While the number of nulls in the two clusters varies in time, the locations of the clusters are very steady,a si st he location of the magnetopause current sheet.
[ 57]2 .W hile the magnetic topology in the cusps is complex, consisting of multiple type Aa nd type Bn ulls being createda nd annihilatedi np airs, thel arge-scale topologyi ss imple, i.e.,t he topological degree of the northern cluster is 1, while the topological degree of the southern cluster is À 1. Further,t he magnetic skeleton is consistent, on the large scale, with an ull -null separator topology, with the dayside Xl inee xtendinga cross the subsolar magnetopause and terminating in the cusps.
[ 58]3 .C urrent density is distributed in ab road, thin ribbon whiche xtends across thed ayside magnetopause and terminates in the polar cusps. While the axis of the ribbon does not coincide with the separator,the edges of the ribbon correspond closely to the locations where the two three-dimensional separatrix surfaces diverge.
[ 59]4 .T he geometry of dayside separator reconnection displays features of both component and antiparallel recon- While new open field lines are strongly kinked in the cusps, this is due to the null -null separatort opology and not due to al ocal reconnection process in the cusps, the parallel electric field is not localized to the cusps.
[ 60]A ni mportant implication of conclusions 1-4 above is that one cannot identify magnetic reconnection with local properties of the magnetic field topology.I np articular,o ne cannot, by identifying cusp magnetic nulls and associated kinked magnetic field lines, infer that reconnection is alocal process which occurs at anull. While it is certainly possible for local current sheets to form near isolated magnetic nulls, reconnection at such nulls is qualitatively different from that associated with two-dimensional nulls or three-dimensional null-null lines (e.g., there is only one magnetic separatrix associated with an isolated three-dimensional null). Without determining the global topology of the magnetic field, by constructing ag lobal picture of the magnetic interconnections (via separator lines) among nulls, one cannot obtain a complete picture of the reconnection topology.For example, it is clear that our simulated magnetopause has Xl ines which join nulls in opposite cusps.
[ 61]A nother interesting feature of the reconnection observed at our simulated magnetopause is the global nature of the diffusion region. The diffusion region is not localized in the cusps( contrary to the traditional' 'double cusp'' northward IMF reconnection cartoon [ Dungey, 1 963; Song Figure20 . This figure illustrates asimulated high-latitude ( Z GSE )reversal of the Y GSE component of the plasma bulk velocity associated with separator reconnection. The purple lines show the intersections of the magnetic separatrices with the plane. The green arrows show the projected bulk velocity vectors.
and Russell,1992] ). Instead, the diffusion region appears to be closely associated with the region of space where the two three-dimensional magnetic separatrices make contact. While the geometry of the separatrix intersection is reminiscent of the typical Sweet-Parker double Yt opology,w e have not yet been able to determine whether the separatrices make contact over afinite region, i.e., whether the separator is ar ibbon or al ine is an interesting unresolved issue.
[ 62]W ee nd with some further caveats and suggestions for future work. We have not addressedt he issue of the plasma resistivity model. IdealM HD cannot model the kinetic processes in the diffusion region which give rise to violations of the frozen flux theorem; therefore we must explicitly add nonideal terms to Ohm'sl aw in order to produce magnetic reconnection which is not ar esult of numerical diffusion. For the sake of simplicity,and in order to make contact with previous numerical and analytic work, we have used constantp lasma resistivity in our simulation, making sure that our explicit resistivity is larger than the numerical resistivity.Since it is well known that the plasma resistivity model canh ave as ignificanti mpact on the geometry of two-dimensional reconnection diffusion regions (e.g., the Petschek [1964] slow shock model can be recovered in resistive MHD simulations when the plasma resistivity is localized in such aw ay that the length and width of the diffusion region are proportional to the resistivity), an interesting extension of the presentw ork would be as tudy of the effects of the plasma resistivity model on the topology and geometry of dayside magnetopause reconnection. Further,while it is interesting and encouraging that we have obtained simulation resultsw hich are reminiscent of two-dimensional Sweet-Parker reconnection, our results also suggest that resistive MHD is incapable of modeling fast reconnection in the high Lundquist number limit (owing to the well known Sweet-Parker timescale problem).
[ 63]F inally,w eh ave not yet made an attempt to predict observable spacecraft signatures of separator reconnection. While Figure 20 suggests that local plasma flows ignatures which have traditionally been identified with local cusp reconnection might also be consistent with separator reconnection, we have not yet performedany detailed analyses to compare our simulation with observations. Some of the questions which mightb ea ddressed include: Cant he kinked magnetic field linesn ear the nulls at the ends of the separator be approximatedasone-dimensional rotational discontinuities (as one assumes, for example, when performing theW alén tangential stress balance test [ Hudson, 1 970; Sonnerup, 1 981] at the magnetopause)? Can separatorr econnection produce plasma flow reversals which are consistent with those observed by spacecraft? What are the observable signatures of separator reconnection at the low shear subsolar magnetopause? Are observed cusp ion dispersion signatures and ion D-shaped distributions consistent with ag lobal separator topology? While some of these questions (ion dispersion andD -shaped distributions) are beyond the scope of resistive MHD, it may be possible to address them in aq ualitative way with test particle simulations.
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